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a b s t r a c t

A combined experimental and novel theoretical ab initio structural and electronic study was performed
in order to characterize ZnO semiconductor nanopowders doped with Al atoms. For this, powder mix-
tures of ZnO and metallic Al in adequate proportions yielding different contents of Al (5, 10, and 30 at. %)
were prepared by mechanical milling. The systems were characterized by X-ray diffraction and positron
annihilation lifetime spectroscopy measurements. Additionally, combining two first-principles methods
based on the Density Functional Theory (DFT) we calculated the final equilibrium structures for different
concentrations of Al dopants and Zn vacancies in ZnO, predicting afterwards the characteristic positron
annihilation lifetimes at these equilibrium structures. In addition to the structural relaxations, the ab
initio predictions of the electronic properties in the studied systems help us to understand deeper the
origin and characteristics of different positrons traps.

This experimental and ab initio/DFT combined study allows to verify the dopant incorporation into the
ZnO wurtzite structure and to extract the maximum information from the experimental data, giving an
insight into the different defect complexes and their influence in the structural and electrical properties.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Zinc oxide is a II-VI semiconductor suitable for numerous
technological applications such as optoelectronic devices, solar
cells, gas sensors [1,2], etc. It is well known that the addition of
different dopants, both as acceptors or donors, improves its per-
formance. Many preparation methods were applied to obtain pure
and doped ZnO nanostructures, such as sol-gel [3], chemical syn-
thesis [4], electrodeposition [5], and mechanical milling [6]. In
addition, its peculiar properties can be customized by the
morphology and, naturally, by the presence of defects induced by
each fabrication method.

Mechanical milling has proved its capability to obtain compos-
ites, amorphous alloys, intermetallics synthesis and a variety of
nanomaterials at room temperature [7]. It was also successfully
applied to obtain ZnO nanopowders [8] and trivalent dopants
incorporation in them [9]. However, during milling different kinds
arriba).
of defects can be simultaneously induced, which many times may
be non-desirable [10].

Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) is an
extremely sensitive technique to open volume defects and to their
evolution with mechanical and thermal treatments [11]. PALS has
been widely applied to sense defects in ZnO and other semi-
conductors. Although its high ability to probe the origin and the
characteristics of defects, the concurrently presence of different
kind of them makes extremely difficult their precise analysis. In
consequence, it will be essential to complement the experimental
data developing a novel strategy based in very accurate and precise
theoretical ab initio calculation of positron lifetimes in solids in the
framework of the Density Functional Theory (DFT).

In previous works [9,12] structural and optical properties on
mechanically doped ZnO from different starting materials were
investigated. It was demonstrated there that positron annihilation
lifetime spectroscopy constitutes an effective tool to sense dopant
incorporation into ZnO semiconductor powders through the
average lifetime evolution with milling time.

In the present work, a step forward was performed trying a
combined experimental and ab initio structural and electronic
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Fig. 1. XRD diffraction patterns at different milling time for ZOA_5 (up), ZOA_10
(middle), and ZOA_30 (down) samples. ZnO (blue lines) and Al (green lines) diffraction
peaks are indicated. The arrows indicate the presence of hcp-Zn peaks. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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study in order to characterize the Al-doped ZnO semiconductor. Al-
doped ZnO nanopowders obtained by mechanical milling were
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and PALS measurements.
The ab initio study was performed combining two different
methods based on the Density Functional Theory (DFT). In this
double approach the equilibrium structures of the doped systems
(i.e., final atomic positions) were obtained applying the Full-
Potential Augmented Plane Wave plus local orbitals (APWþlo)
method, embodied in the WIEN2k code. After this, the character-
istic semiconductor lifetimes were predicted, at these equilibrium
structures, using the Multigrid Instead of the K-spAce (MIKA)
program. In addition, the structural relaxations and the electronic
density of states (DOS) were evaluatedwith the aim to elucidate the
structural and electronic distortions introduced by the different
defects (Al substitutional, Zn vacancies) in the ZnO structure and
their influence on the positron lifetimes.

Both theoretical and experimental results were compared in
order to allow the extraction of maximum information from the
experimental data, as well as to get insight into the structural and
electronic properties of the doped semiconductor and their influ-
ence on devices performance.

2. Experimental

2.1. Sample preparation and XRD and PALS measurements

Mixtures of ZnO (99.99% purity) and Al (99.5% purity, 325 mesh)
commercial powders (Alfa Aesar Johnson Matthey Co.) were pre-
pared at stoichiometric quantities such as to obtain a 5, 10 and 30%
at. of aluminum in ZnO, labeled hereafter as ZOA_5, ZOA_10, and
ZOA_30, respectively. The samples were then milled at a Retsch
MM2 horizontal vibratory mill inside a steel cylinder (8 cm3) with
one steel ball (radius of 5mm, being the ball to powderweight ratio
of 10:1) at milling times of 1, 4, and 16 h.

Characterization of the crystal structures of the resulting sam-
ples was done by XRD performed in an X-Pert Philips PW 3011/20
diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation in the 20� < 2q < 80� range,
with steps of 0.05� every 2 s. Each X-ray diffraction pattern was
analyzed by the Rietveld refinement method using the FULLPROF
[13] program with the pseudo-Voigt Thompson-Cox-Hasting peak
shape [14].

The powders with a certain dopant concentration were com-
pacted into two disk-shaped pellets (diameter 8 mm) in order to be
carried on the PALS set-up.

Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy is based on the
measurement of the positron lifetime inside the material under
study. Since in matter a positron and an electron mainly annihilate
by the emission of two gamma rays of 511 keV, the positron has the
capability to sense electron density in the bulk of the material. The
measured positron lifetime is related to the open volume defect
size allowing characterizing the defect structure of the material
under study. Ordinarily, short lifetimes (of the order of 250 ps)
describe the crystalline material. Lifetimes in the range of about
300e600 ps show the existence of regions having point defects or
small association of point defects. Long lifetimes (higher than 1000
ps) reveal the occurrence of large depleted volumes (cavities) in-
side the material.

The radioactive source (sodium solution 22NaCl, with an activity
of 10 mCi) deposited onto a kapton foil (1.42 g/cm3) was sandwiched
between each pair of sample pellets. PALS spectra were collected at
room temperature (RT) with a conventional fast-fast coincidence
system with two (BaF2) scintillating detectors (FWHM, 285ps),
acquiring 3 � 106 counts per spectrum [9]. The source contribution
(a signal of 386 ps with 15% intensity is assigned to the kapton foil
and a second one of around 1 nswith less than 1% intensity is due to
annihilation in the surroundings of the source) and the response
function were evaluated from a reference sample (Hf metal) using
the RESOLUTION code [15]. PATFIT code [15] was used to analyze
the PALS results.
2.2. Experimental results

2.2.1. XRD
Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns for all samples as a function of

milling time. After 1 h of mechanical milling, the reflections of the
hexagonal (P63mc) crystal structure of zinc oxide (described in
detail in Section 3.1) are mainly seen. The presence of metallic Al
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(2q z 38�, main line of c-Al) is observed in all samples (presenting
higher intensity for larger doping concentrations) while metallic Zn
(2qz 43�, corresponding to hcp-Zn) is only present in ZOA_10 and,
with higher intensity, in ZOA_30. For longer milling times, these
two metallic elements are not detected by X-ray diffraction for the
5 and 10 at% Al-doped samples, which may be an evidence of Al
incorporation into the ZnO host lattice.

The XRD pattern for ZOA_30 after 16 h of milling looks sub-
stantially different. The main diffraction lines correspond to the
hcp-Zn crystal phase coming from reduction of Zn from wurtzite
ZnO.

Unit cell constants and grain size for all the samples, obtained by
the Rietveld fitting procedure for the wurtzite phase, are displayed
in Table 1. No major changes are observed in the lattice parameters
with milling time for all compositions. On the other hand, broad-
ening of the diffraction peaks as milling time increases is observed,
implying the diminution of the ZnO crystallite for all the dopant
concentrations. In effect, this behavior is correlated with the
monotonous decrease of the coherent scattering domain size L (see
Table 1) as a function of increasing milling time. It is worthwhile to
note that a similar feature (for both, lattice parameters and L) was
observed in undoped ZnOwhen is subjected tomechanical work, as
it was stated previously [8].
Fig. 2. Positron annihilation lifetimes t1 (up), t2 (middle), and tav (down) at different
milling time for ZOA_5, ZOA_10, and ZOA_30 samples.
2.2.2. PALS
Different phases developing in the samples and their evolution

with milling time and Al concentration were characterized by
positron annihilation lifetime measurements. The lifetime spectra
for all samples were decomposed into three exponential decays
according to:

nðtÞ ¼
X

i

Iiexpð � t=tiÞ;

being the relative intensities Ii normalized to unity,
P
i
Ii ¼ 1, and ti

the positron lifetime. After background subtraction and convolu-
tion with the experimental time-resolution function (the response
function), the parameters that characterized each positron state, i.e.
the annihilation rate li ¼ 1=ti and its relative intensity Ii, are ob-
tained by means of the POSITRONFIT fitting program [15].

Normally, II-VI semiconductor compounds exhibit two-lifetime-
components spectra since intrinsic and extrinsic defects (such as
vacancies, interstitials, etc.) usually introduced during crystal
growth and doping are unavoidable [11]. The shorter component
(t1) comes, usually, from free annihilation of positrons in the
delocalized bulk state and the other (t2) from trapped positrons at
defects. In our case, the longest component t3 is ascribed to ortho-
positronium annihilation formed in large voids present in the
material. In the present study, this component (~1100 ps) maintains
its low intensity I3 in all the analyzed samples, so it will not
considered in the forthcoming discussion.

Fig. 2 shows the resulting lifetime parameters for all samples as
milling time increases. At first sight, ZOA_5 and ZOA_10 display a
similar behavior but different from the ZOA_30 one.
Table 1
Lattice parameters (a, c) and coherent scattering domain size (L) obtained from
Rietveld refinements for all Al-doped ZnO samples, as a function of the milling time.

Time (h) ZOA_5 ZOA_10 ZOA_30

a (Å) c (Å) L (nm) a (Å) c (Å) L (nm) a (Å) c (Å) L (nm)

1 3.250 5.206 18.3 3.25 5.207 17.8 3.250 5.208 17.8
4 3.249 5.205 15.0 3.25 5.206 15.3 3.248 5.207 16.0
16 3.250 5.204 14.8 3.25 5.204 14.0 3.249 5.204 13.4
After 1 h of milling, the shortest lifetime t1 clearly differs for
each dopant concentration, and even has a different value from that
corresponding to pure ZnO bulk. In disordered systems, smaller
vacancies (like Zn monovacancies, VZn) or shallow positron traps
(like oxygen vacancies, VO) in ZnO may be mixed with t1 [10,12].
Since the known values for bulk lifetimes for ZnO and metallic Al
are 158 ps and 162 ps, respectively [16,17], this first component
should be considered a weighted average of all the above
mentioned possible contributions (i.e, ZnO, Al, VZn, and Vo) in the
case of ZOA_5 (yielding a value of around 170(12) ps, see Fig. 2). For
ZOA_10 and ZOA_30 some slight contribution from hcp-Zn should
be present, in addition to the previous weighted average, since
metallic Zn was observed after 1 h milling by XRD. So, the shortest
lifetime component (t1, at around 129 ps for ZOA_10 and 222 ps for
ZOA_30) generally attributed to free annihilation of positrons in the



Fig. 3. a) Unit cell of wurtzite ZnO, b) 2 � 2 � 2 SC with a�¼ 2a, b�¼ 2b and c�¼ 2c.
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bulk of the pure (undoped) host material, must be considered here
as a weighted average of free positrons in undoped ZnO and trap-
ped positrons in different crystal phases and point defects (hcp-Zn,
VZn, Vo, etc.) [18].

At the same stage of milling (1 h), the second lifetime t2 varied
from 288 for ZOA_10 to 408 ps for ZOA_30, indicating different
positron traps for each sample. Similar lifetime range of values for
the second component were observed in ZnOmixtures with Mg, Cd
and Al [9], which may originate from clustered VZn or from some
complexes of VZn with large open volume.

However, after 4 h of milling all the samples display almost the
same positron parameters, i.e, lifetimes and their respective
intensities.

For longermilling times (16 hs), there are substantial differences
between ZOA_30 and the other two compositions for t1 and t2.
While the annihilation parameters corresponding to ZOA_5 and
ZOA_10 remains similar to those obtained in the previous milling
step (4 hs), both lifetimes t1 and t2 drastically diminish for the
30 at. % (ZOA_30) doped sample.

It comes from the above discussion that different positron traps
with similar lifetime values contribute to both components, so the
average positron lifetime tav ¼ P

i
tiIi constitutes a more accurate

parameter to evaluate defects. The obtained values for tav are also
shown in Fig. 2 (bottom). The observed behavior clearly illustrates
that mechanically-induced defects for the ZOA_30 doped sample
are different than those for the less doped ones.

During initial stages of millingmany defects are introduced with
the generation of high strain [8]. It is generally accepted that life-
times of 220 ps and 245 ps are ascribed to vacancies at dislocations
and monovacancies in plastic deformed Al [17]. In addition, values
of positron lifetimes originating fromVO and Znmonovacancy (VZn)
in ZnO of 180 ps and 230 ps, respectively, were experimentally
found [19,20]. In the case of mixtures of different structures, such as
in our case, a high crystalline disorder is also generated given place
to defects association. Prolonged milling times give rise to different
mechano-chemical reactions yielding a homogeneous material [7].

In view of the above discussion and with the aim to clarify the
origin and characteristics of the induced defects in the studied
doped samples, theoretical calculations of positron annihilation
lifetimes in different crystal structures and point defects were
necessary, whose results are described in the next section.
3. Ab initio calculations

3.1. Crystal structure and calculation details

We present here and discuss the electronic structure DFT-based
ab initio calculations in Al-doped ZnO and in ZnOwith Zn vacancies.
In order to simulate the different concentrations of Al impurities
and Zn vacancies we used different supercells (SC) containing 2
(2 � 1 � 1 SC), 4 (2 � 2 � 1 SC), 8 (2 � 2 � 2 SC), and 16 (4 � 2 � 2
SC) unit cells of ZnO (see Fig. 3). The ZnO unit cell has a wurzite
hexagonal geometry (space group P63mc) with a ¼ b ¼ 3.2501 Å
and c ¼ 5.2071(1) Å, containing two Zn atoms at positions (0;0;0)
and (1/3;2/3;1/2), and two O atoms at positions (0;0; u) and (1/3;2/
3; uþ1/2), with u ¼ 0.3817(3) [21]. The Zn atoms are coordinated
with four nearest neighbors (ONN) oxygen atoms, three at 1.975 Å
(O1, O2 and O3) and one at 1.988 Å (O4), located at the vertices of a
tetrahedron slightly elongated along the c crystal axis.

To simulate the Al-doped ZnO systems we replaced in the
2 � 1 � 1, 2 � 2 � 1, 2 � 2 � 2, and 4 � 2 � 2 SCs one Zn atom by an
Al one, obtaining 1/4, 1/8, 1/16 and 1/32 cationic dilution, using the
notation ZOA(1/4a), ZOA(1/8a), ZOA(1/16), and ZOA(1/32) for these
systems, respectively. Using the 2 � 2 � 2 SC and replacing 3 Zn
atoms by 3 Al atoms we obtain 3/16 cationic dilution of the Al
impurity, called ZOA(3/16). Additionally, for 1/4 and 1/8 dilution,
we have different configurations of Al impurities employing the
2 � 2 � 2 SC, and called this as ZOA(1/4b) ZOA(1/8b). All the con-
figurations described above are the initial (unrelaxed) structures
(i.e., the initial atomic positions) used as “starting point” to find the
final equilibrium structures for each Al-doped ZnO system. Sche-
matic representations of the unrelaxed Al-doped ZnO systems are
shown in Fig. 4.

To simulate the Zn vacancies in ZnOwe removed one Zn atom in
the 2 � 1 � 1 SC, 2 � 2 � 1 SC, and 2 � 2 � 2 SC obtaining 1/4, 1/8,
and 1/16 cationic dilution, respectively. And we call these systems
as VZn(1/4), VZn(1/8) and VZn(1/16), respectively. As in the Al-doped
systems, all the configurations described here are the initial (un-
relaxed) structures used as “starting point” to find the final equi-
librium structures for each system with Zn vacancies.

In order to obtain the final equilibrium atomic positions and the
corresponding electronic structure in Al-doped ZnO and in ZnO
with Zn vacancies systems we performed a complete optimization
of the atomic positions of all atoms in the corresponding SC, finding
the equilibrium structures (relaxed systems). For this, we employed
the FP-APWþlo method [22] embodied in theWIEN2k code [23]. In
this method, the wave functions are expanded in spherical har-
monics into non-overlapping spheres centered at the atoms, and in
plane waves in the interstitial region. The cut-off parameter of the
planewaves in the interstitial regionwas RMTKmax ¼ 7, where RMT is
the smallest radius of the non-overlapping spheres and Kmax is, in
the reciprocal space, the maximum modulus of the lattice vectors.
The RMT(Al), RMT(Zn), and RMT(O) were 0.93 Å, 0.99 Å, and 0.87 Å,
respectively, and we took 70 k-points in the first Brillouin zone of
the reciprocal space. Exchange and correlation effects were treated
using the local-density approximation (LDA) [24], and the gener-
alized gradient approximation (PBE-GGA) [25]. In order to obtain
the equilibrium structures of the SCs, all atoms were displaced from
their initial positions following a Newton dampened scheme [26],
repeating it until the forces on the atoms were below a tolerance
value of 0.01 eV/Å.

The positron annihilation lifetime t was calculated, at the
equilibrium structures predicted by WIEN2k, using the MIKA/
Doppler program [27], based in the so-called atomic superposition
(ATSUP) method [28]. In this method, the electron density is simply
computed as the sum of atomic electron densities in a non-self-
consistent way. Exchange and correlation effects were treated us-
ing the local density approximation (LDA) and the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA), and the enhancement factors of the
electron density at the positron was treated as proposed by Bor-
onski and Nieminen (BN) [29], by Arponen and Pajanne (AP1) [30],



Fig. 4. Schematic dilutions used as “starting point” in all the ab initio calculations in Al-
doped ZnO. For 1/4 and 1/8 cationic dilutions there are two initial locations of the Al
impurity (red spheres), labeled as 1/4a and 1/4b, and 1/8a and 1/8b, respectively. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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and by Barbiellini et al. (AP2) [31].
The electronic structure and the positron annihilation lifetimes

were also predicted for the undoped (pure) ZnO system, in order to
be able to evaluate the changes introduced by both kinds of defects
(Al or Zn vacancies).
3.2. Results and discussion

The substitution of a lattice native Zn atom by an Al impurity
induces considerable forces acting on Al and its neighboring atoms,
as well as, in a lesser extent, on the rest of the atoms of the SC. To
consider this effect in the calculations we found the final atomic
equilibrium positions, obtained after the already mentioned full
relaxation process, taking into account the displacement of all the
atoms of the SC. In all the studied Al-doped ZnO systems, when a Zn
atom is replaced by an Al one, the bond-length of the four nearest
oxygen atoms neighbors to the Al atom result shorter than those of
the native Zn. In Table 2 we compare the Al-ONN bond-lengths at
the final equilibrium positions for all doped systems studied with
the Zn-ONN bond-lengths for undoped ZnO, in order to evaluate
the structural distortions introduced by the Al atoms in the ZnO
host lattice.

As we can see in Table 2 comparing the Zn-ONN and Al-ONN
bond-lengths, the substitution of a Zn atom by an Al one pro-
duces, in all Al-doped ZnO systems, anisotropic contractions in the
ONN bond-lengths. For ZOA(1/32), ZOA(1/16) and ZOA(1/8b) the
tetrahedron formed by the ONN is preserved but shortened along
the c crystal axis, becoming a regular tetrahedron. In the rest of the
Al-doped systems, this tetrahedron shape is distorted. The struc-
tural distortions, i.e. the contractions in the Al-ONN bond-lengths,
could be expected from the analysis of the ionic radii sizes, since the
ionic radius of Al3þ is 0.39 Å, which is smaller than the 0.60 Å value
for Zn2þ, both quoted values corresponding to four-fold coordina-
tion. This structural behavior related with the ionic radii relative
sizes of an impurity and the native host cations was already
observed in some Ta- and Cd-doped semiconductor oxides, andwas
deeply discussed in Ref. [32]. Besides the local structural re-
laxations introduced by the impurity, there are not appreciable
changes in the lattice parameters as a function of the impurity
dilutionwithin the precision of the calculations, in agreement with
the XRD measurements reported in Table 1.

On the other hand, when a Zn atom is removed from the ZnO
structure, in order to simulate diluted Zn vacancies, the distances
from the Zn vacant site to its ONN atoms increase anisotropically
with respect to the distances that have this removed Zn atomwith
its ONN in undoped ZnO (see Table 3). In all cases, the tetrahedron
formed by these ONN in the doped relaxed system is strongly
distorted.

In addition to the structural relaxation, the substitution of a Zn
atom by an Al impurity and the generation of Zn vacancies induce
strong changes in the electronic structure of the ZnO semi-
conductor. In Fig. 5 we compare the electronic density of states
(DOS) of undoped ZnO with those corresponding to Al-doped and
with Zn vacancies in ZnO, for ZOA(1/16) and VZn(1/16) systems,
respectively.

As we see, comparing Fig. 5a and 5b, the substitution of a Zn
atom by an Al one introduces a delocalized “donor” state located at
the bottom of the conduction band, giving to the Al-doped system a
metallic character. Integration of the total DOS of the occupied
states in the conduction band gives a value of 1.01 e�, in agreement
with the nominal single donor character of Al3þ substituting a Zn2þ

atom in ZnO. In addition to this change in the electronic structure,
the Al atom introduces impurity levels located at the bottom of the
valence band (as we see in Fig. 5b). On the other hand, comparing
Fig. 5a and 5c we can see that the removal of a Zn atom from the
ZnO SC introduces a localized “acceptor” level located at the top of
the valence band. In this case, integration of the total DOS of the
unoccupied states in the valence band gives a value of 1.98 e�, in
agreement with the double acceptor character of the removed Zn2þ

atom in ZnO.
As a first step in the prediction of the positron annihilation

lifetime t, and before to study the Al-doped ZnO and ZnO with Zn
vacancies systems, we performed calculations for pure (undoped)
ZnO (at the experimental lattice and internal parameters) using the
LDA and the GGA approximations, and the BN, AP1, and AP2
enhancement factors of the electron density at the positron, using
the MIKA/Doppler program. In Table 4 we show the predicted t

values for undoped ZnO using a high frequency dielectric constant
ε∞¼ 4. Comparing the predicted results with the experimental bulk
value obtained in a single crystalline sample of ZnO [18] (see
Table 4) we can see that the predicted t is in perfect agreement
with the experimental value when using the LDA approximation



Table 2
Zn-ONN bond-lengths (d Zn-Oi) for undoped ZnO and ab initio predicted Al-ONN
distances (d Al-Oi) in Al-doped ZnO systems at the atomic equilibrium positions.
For undoped ZnO we use the experimental lattice and internal parameters of
Ref. [21].

Undoped ZnO
d Zn-O1 (Å) d Zn-O2 (Å) d Zn-O3 (Å) d Zn-O4 (Å)
1.975 1.975 1.975 1.988

Al-doped ZnO
d Al-O1 (Å) d Al-O2 (Å) d Al-O3 (Å) d Al-O4 (Å)

ZOA(1/32) 1.808 1.808 1.808 1.804
ZOA(1/16) 1.814 1.814 1.814 1.802
ZOA(1/8a) 1.808 1.808 1.805 1.807
ZOA(1/8b) 1.806 1.806 1.806 1.797
ZOA(3/16) 1.850 1.850 1.791 1.790
ZOA(1/4a) 1.846 1.846 1.783 1.795
ZOA(1/4b) 1.848 1.848 1.786 1.793

Table 3
Zn-ONN bond-lengths (d Zn-Oi) for undoped ZnO and ab initio predicted distances
from the Zn vacant site (VZn) to its ONN (d VZn-Oi) in ZnO with Zn vacancies systems
at the atomic equilibrium positions. For undoped ZnO we use the experimental
lattice parameters of Ref. [21].

Undoped ZnO
d Zn-O1 (Å) d Zn-O2 (Å) d Zn-O3 (Å) d Zn-O4 (Å)
1.975 1.975 1.975 1.988

Zn vacancies in ZnO
d VZn-O1 (Å) d VZn-O2 (Å) d VZn-O3 (Å) d VZn-O4 (Å)

VZn (1/16) 2.132 2.119 2.119 2.035
VZn(1/8) 2.132 2.154 2.154 2.060
VZn(1/4) 2.127 2.069 2.069 2.091

Fig. 5. Total electronic density of states (DOS) for: a) undoped ZnO, b) Al-doped ZnO
(ZOA(1/16)), and c) Zn vacancy in ZnO (VZn(1/16)). The vertical line indicates the last
occupied state. In b) and c) donor and acceptor states are zoomed, respectively.
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and the BN enhancement factor. Additionally, using this set up
parameters, we predicted a value of t ¼ 149 ps for hcp-Zn, in
agreement with the experimental ones reported in Ref. [33].

For this reason, we used LDA, BN, and ε∞ ¼ 4 for all calculations
reported in what follows for Al-doped ZnO and ZnO with Zn
vacancies.

In Table 5we present the predicted t for all the studied Al-doped
ZnO systems, whereas in Table 6 we show the results for all the Zn
vacancy concentrations in ZnO. In both tables, the predicted t

values were calculated at the atomic positions corresponding to
undoped ZnO (unrelaxed structures) and once the atomic equilib-
rium positions were achieved in a self-consistent way (relaxed
structures).

As we can see in Table 5, when a Zn atom is replaced by an Al one
(unrelaxed structure), t is basically the same, almost independently
of the Al concentration. Once the Al is incorporated into the ZnO
structure at substitutional Zn sites and all the atoms achieve their
equilibrium positions, a slight increasing tendency of t with the Al
concentration is observed. This little change in t could be attributed
to the distortion of the tetrahedron formed by the ONN at high Al
concentration (see Table 2). Nevertheless, and for simplicity, these
systems, i. e., Al incorporated into the ZnO structure, will be
referred as ZOA, independently of the Al concentration, and
assuming an average positron annihilation lifetime of 160 ps.

Oppositely to the Al-doped ZnO case, when a Zn atom is
removed from the unrelaxed ZnO structure, t changes and its value
depend on the vacancy concentration (see Table 6), i.e., the elec-
tronic changes (since the structural relaxation effect is frozen) play
a key role in the t value. As we see in Table 6, when a Zn vacancy is
involved, the positron lifetime also strongly depends on the
structural relaxation of the ZnO host, due to the fact that these
relaxations result stronger and more anisotropic than those pro-
duced in the Al-doped ZnO systems (see Tables 2 and 3).

In addition, the positron lifetime values displayed in Table 6 for
relaxed structures are in agreement with the experimental
determinations reported by other authors for a positron trapped at
Zn monovacancies [18,20].

4. Discussion of evolving species in the samples

In Fig. 6 we compare the experimental results for t1 with an
average of lifetime ab initio values predicted for different systems
(all with the same weight). As shown in this figure, the experi-
mental results for ZOA_5 and ZOA_10 could be associated, after 4
and 16 h of milling, with the averages of the ab initio t values
predicted for Al incorporated at substitutional Zn sites (ZOA) and at
Zn vacancies in the ZnO structure. Particularly, when the cationic
concentration of Zn vacancies is 1/4 (grey stars) the agreement is



Table 4
Positron annihilation lifetime t in ps predicted for undoped ZnO bulk using the LDA
and the GGA approximations, and the BN, AP1, and AP2 enhancement factors. For all
calculations we took a high frequency dielectric constant ε∞ ¼ 4.

t (ps) BN t (ps) AP1 t (ps) AP2

LDA 158.5 143.2 146.2
GGA e 190.0 192.3
Exp.a 158

a Reference [16].

Table 5
Positron annihilation lifetime t in ps using the LDA approximations, the BN
enhancement factor, and a high frequency dielectric constant ε∞ ¼ 4 for all the
studied Al-doped ZnO systems, using the unrelaxed and relaxed structures.

Al-doped ZnO t (ps) Unrelaxed structures t (ps) Relaxed structures

ZOA(1/32) 158.8 158.6
ZOA(1/16) 158.9 159.0
ZOA(1/8a) 159.3 159.8
ZOA(1/8b) 159.3 159.5
ZOA(3/16) 159.6 160.4
ZOA(1/4a) 159.9 160.5
ZOA(1/4b) 159.9 161.7

Table 6
Positron annihilation lifetime t in ps using the LDA approximations, the BN
enhancement factor, and a high frequency dielectric constant ε∞ ¼ 4 for all the
studied ZnO systems with Zn vacancies, using the unrelaxed and relaxed structures.

Zn vacancies t (ps) Unrelaxed structures t (ps) Relaxed structures

VZn(1/16) 208.9 218.9
VZn(1/8) 212.5 226.8
VZn(1/4) 235.0 248.2

Fig. 6. Comparison between experimental results (open symbols) for t1 and different
averages (with the same weight) of predicted positron lifetimes (closed symbols).
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excellent. After 1 h of milling the lower values of t1 for both sam-
ples can be correlated with the absence of Zn vacancies. Particu-
larly, t1 for ZOA_10 is lower than t1 for ZOA_5, and could be
associated with the averages of the t predicted for Al incorporated
in the ZnO structure and hcp-Zn (black triangles). This presence of
hcp-Zn in the ZOA_10 sample is in agreement with the observation
of the XRD peak corresponding to metallic Zn that appears for this
sample after 1 h of milling and that disappears after 4 and 16 h of
milling (see Fig. 1). For ZOA_5, after 1 h of milling,t1 could be
associatedmainly with Al incorporated into the ZnO structure (grey
triangles), also in agreement with the absence of evidence of Zn
segregation in the XRD pattern for the lowest Al concentration.

On the other hand, the experimental results for ZOA_30 show a
behavior which could be explain with a predominant lack of Al
incorporation into the ZnO structure at substitutional cationic sites,
at least at the first stages of milling. After 1 and 4 h of milling, the
high t1 value could be related with a large formation of Zn mon-
ovacancies in undoped ZnO (the presence of a very low fraction of
Al at substitutional Zn sites and also metallic Zn cannot be dis-
carded, especially because XRD results show the developing of
increasing quantities of metallic Zn in this sample). In effect, this
high values for t1 are in perfect agreement with the prediction of Zn
vacancies (orange and green triangles), but an additional combi-
nation between ZOAþmetallic Zn (black triangles) and a higher
concentration of Zn vacancies (VZn(1/4), see prediction in Table 6)
also fits these experimental t1 values (not shown in Fig. 6 for
clarity). Finally, after 16 h of milling the strong decrease of t1 could
be associated with a strong segregation of hcp-Zn (in agreement
with the increasing intensity of hcp-Zn peaks in the corresponding
XRD patterns) together with correlated Zn vacancies, and also the
additional incorporation of Al at substitutional Zn sites of the ZnO
structure. In effect, it is not possible to decrease the high value of t1
by only increasing Zn segregationwithout Al incorporation, since in
that way the Zn vacancies will rise at the same rate than the Zn
segregation, maintaining t1 at a higher value than that finally
observed, closer to that observed at the initial stages of milling.

It is worthwhile to note that the origin of both lifetime com-
ponents (t1 and t2) in semiconductors and particularly for ZnO,
takes place from the structural and morphological features of a
particular sample. This is the main reason for the wide spread in
bulk and trap centers positron lifetime values reported by different
authors [12,15,18,34]. In our case, the obtained experimental results
are consistent with reported values in the literature [12,15,20].
Moreover, our theoretically-predicted positron lifetimes values
describe the general trend observed in the whole studied samples,
both by XRD and PALS. Since the second component t2 received so
many defect contributions (divacancies, vacancies agglomeration,
grain boundaries, etc.) a similar theoretical analysis of t2 is no
meaningful and goes beyond the goals of the present study.
5. Conclusions

High-energy ball milling from Al and ZnO mixtures leads to
different final products according to the initial relative fractions. Al-
doped ZnO nanopowders were successfully obtained up to 10 at. %
of Al while for higher doping agent content a clear reduction of Zn
(i.e. segregation of hcp metallic Zn) is observed.
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From the ab initio electronic structure study for Al-doped ZnO
and Zn vacancies in ZnO we could see the appearance of an
extended single donor level located at the bottom of the conduction
band and a double localized acceptor level located in the top of the
valence band, respectively. Meanwhile, the structural full relaxa-
tion process showed that the Zn environment is higher deformed
by a Zn vacancy (anisotropic increase of the distances from the Zn
vacant site to its ONN atoms) than for a substitutional Al atom at the
cationic site (contractions in the Al-ONN bond-lengths). The posi-
tron lifetime is strongly affected by the electronic and the structural
distortions introduced by Zn vacancies while it remains practically
unperturbed by those introduced by substitutional Al atoms. These
two features allowed suggesting the different positron traps
contribution to the observed positron lifetime evolution with
milling time.

It has to be emphasized that the PALS measurements combined
with state-of-the-art theoretical positron lifetime predictions can
give a deeper insight into the different defect complexes and their
influence in the structural and electrical properties of doped
semiconductors.
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